Phase 2 FAQ
We are excited to bring students back to campus for Phase 2 Hybrid Instruction. We know
there are lots of questions and we will try to answer the most common here from the survey.
How will Standley determine if they will 2 days or 4 days of instruction?
This is based on two factors. First, the number of students that can fit in our average classroom
based on the 6 ft distance rule between student chairs. A typical classroom will hold between
14-16 students under current guidelines. Second, the number of students that want to return.
We could offer 4 days per week if less than 490 students chose the hybrid model but only two
days per week if more wanted to return. Right now, it looks like more want to return so we
expect 2 days per week.
Will students be cohorted?
Based on new guidelines, cohorting is not required and we will place students in “stable
groups”. One group will attend Monday and Tuesday, while the other attends on Wednesday
and Thursday. Students will be allowed to change classes throughout the day. This will still
allow contact tracing and quarantines if required due to COVID.
Will my student’s teachers be at school?
Many teachers and staff will return but some may remain online only or not return at all. We
do not have a confirmed list of teachers working from site yet. We will do our best to cover all
classes with qualified staff.
Will students eat breakfast or lunch on campus?
Breakfast will not be served on campus. Food Services will continue to distribute Grab N Go
meals from Standley for the remainder of the year. When students are dismissed at 12:05 they
can pick up a Grab N Go bag that will contain lunch for that day and breakfast for the next day.
These meals need to be prepped so they will not be eaten at campus. For a limited number of
students (Prime Time and students waiting for transportation pick-up) there will be a brown
bag option provided while they wait for the bus or program to start.
Will Prime Time be available?
We are working with our Prime-Time partners to coordinate their return. We expect Prime
Time to be on campus after school only but do not have details if new enrollment is possible or
hours. Prime Time will communicate with families already enrolled.
Will students have PE?
PE will continue to take place outdoors as weather permits. Inclement weather may cause
students to move indoors and they will revert to online status from indoor classrooms with the
PE instructor. PE teachers will determine the synchronous and asynchronous time of the class
to split between those online and those live. (It will not be possible to live stream from the
fields or courts)

What will instruction look like in a typical classroom for those that attend live?
At the minimum it will be exactly what they are doing now but from the teacher’s classroom
(Zoom Classes inside the teacher’s classroom). Some teachers may alter instruction for the
students onsite but that is dependent on the teacher.
What if I change my mind later?
If a student is onsite and wishes to return to online only just contact your counselor and
continue online. If a student is online and decides they want to attend they must contact the
counselor and they will be placed on a wait list to be scheduled in open classes.
What COVID safety steps have been taken?
A complete list of health and safety guidelines is available on the district website. We will be
required to pass a safety certification prior to opening. We have air purifiers, PPE, hand
washing stations, traffic arrows, signage, check in process, mask requirements, and bathroom
protocols to name a few.
Will all staff be vaccinated and/or tested?
All staff have had the opportunity to be vaccinated but not required to get it. Students are not
required to be vaccinated or tested. Staff will be tested every two weeks according to
agreements.
What will my student need if they come?
Charged school issued laptop with power cord, basic school supplies, earbuds or headphones,
and a water bottle. Personal devices are not supported by school staff and we will not be able
troubleshoot or repair personal devices that are not working. If it has been working fine from
home it may work here but all students bring at their own risk for damage, loss, and
connectivity.
What if someone is COVID positive?
We have procedures in place to identify, isolate, track, and notify in case of COVID illness.
Nurses are assisting in this process.
Will masks be required?
Yes. Masks are required to be worn at all times. If a student has a medical issue that would
inhibit them from wearing a mask it must be documented with the school nurse and case
manager if a student has one. A mask waiver must be completed and the team would
determine options. A recommended option would be a face shield with a drape (think hood
with a mask gathered at the shoulders). If a student is unable to meet minimum safety
protocols they would remain online only until mask requirements are removed.

